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Abstract 
Tribe proved in a previous paper that a typical point of the support of super Brownian motion 
considered at a fixed time is a.s. disconnected from the others when the space dimension is 
greater than or equal to 3. We give here a simpler proof of this result based on Lc Gall’s 
Brownian snake. This proof can then be adapted in order to obtain an analogous result for the 
support of the exit measure of the super Brownian motion from a smooth domain of KY’ when 
d ia greater than or equal to 4. 
Kqwwd~: Super Brownian motion; Exit measure; Brownian snake 
0 Introduction 
Let x be a fixed point in Rd and (Z,, t >, 0) a super Brownian motion in R’ starting 
at tS, (see for instance Dawson ( 199 1) for the definition and the main properties of this 
process). We can heuristically describe this process by an infinite system of branching 
particles (when the lifetime of each particle tends to 0), Z, being a measure (uniformly) 
distributed over the set of the positions of the particles alive at time t (see Dynkin 
(1991a) for such a description). Then, the process (Z,) is a continuous measure-valued 
Markov process. Now let Q be a domain in R” which contains x. We can define the 
exit measure of the super Brownian motion from 52, denoted by XR (this notion has 
been introduced in Dynkin, 1991a, b). XR is a random measure on the boundary CC!. 
Using the precedent description, we can say that X ” is supported by the set of the 
positions of the previous particles when they leave Q for the first time. 
‘The purpose of this work is to study the support of super Brownian motion and 
of its exit measure. Some results on the Hausdorff measure of the support of super 
Brownian motion have been given in Perkins ( 1989) and Le Gall and Perkins ( 1995), 
and on the Hausdorff dimension of the support of the exit measure in Abraham and Le 
Gall (1994). Moreover, Tribe ( 1991) proved a result on the connected components of 
the support of super Brownian motion. Here, we will first give a new (simpler) proof 
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of Tribe’s result (the key ideas are nonetheless the same). The main tool will be the 
“Brownian snake” defined by Le Gall (1993, 1994) which allows us to construct the 
super Brownian motion and the exit measure X*. Using this new approach, we can 
obtain an analogous result for the connected components of the support of the exit 
measure. 
The first part of this paper deals with the Brownian snake. Let us fix x E Rd. The 
Brownian snake is a Markov process W with values in the space %< of the stopped 
paths in Rd starting at x. [, is a refected Brownian motion in R+. The law of the 
process (W,, s 20) knowing the lifetime process (is, s 3 0) can be described in an 
informal way: when [, is decreasing, the path W, is erased on a small length; when 
is is increasing, the path W, is extended with a small independent Brownian path. 
The Brownian snake is in fact a particular Markovian parametrization of the set of the 
paths of the historical process of the super Brownian motion (see Dawson and Perkins 
( 1991) Dynkin (199 1 a, b), or Le Gall (1993, 1994) for the definition of the historical 
process). 
The second part studies the support of super Brownian motion at time 1. If we 
denote by (Z,, t 30) a super Brownian motion in Rd starting at 6,, Tribe proved the 
following result: for d 33, Zt(dy)-a.e., the connected component of the support of 
Zi which contains the point y is the singleton {y}. The key tools here are a “Palm 
formula” for the Brownian snake and some estimates of the hitting probabilities of small 
balls by the super Brownian motion (see Dawson et al. (1989) for these estimates). 
This proof can then be adapted for the exit measure from a domain Sz (denoted by 
X”). The result for this random measure is: if d 3 4, X”-a.e., the connected component 
of the support of X” which contains the point y is {y}. Here, some assumptions have 
to be made on 0: we suppose it to be bounded and connected and its boundary 
to be smooth enough (V2). Then, the Euclidean boundary coincides with the Martin 
boundary, and, at every boundary point, there exists an outer tangent sphere with 
constant radius Q > 0. The proof is again based on a Palm formula for Xo (Le Gall, 
1994) and the estimates of the hitting probabilities of small balls of iX2 (Abraham and 
Le Gall, 1994). 
Notation 
The indicator function of a set A c Rd will be 1A. 
The set of finite measures on Rd will be denoted by J%‘(R”). 
For every finite measure m of _&(Rd), Supp(m) will represent the closed support 
of m. 
If Q is a domain of Rd, we will denote by &2 its boundary. 
The ball of Rd centered at x with radius r will be denoted by B(x, r) while we will 
denote by Bao(x,r) the ball in X2 centered at x with radius Y : 
Finally, the set of continuous functions from E to F will be denoted by %T(E, F). 
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1. The Brownian snake 
We consider the following state spaces: 
and 
f/N; = { (.f‘, <) E x ‘; f(0) = x}. 
For )I’ = (,f’, c) E $6 ‘, we write G = j”(c). To simplify some notations, we will often 
write, for 1~ = (,f’, c) E YC ‘, w(t) instead of f’(t). 
Flor every x E Rd, we denote by II, the law of the Brownian motion in R” starting 
at x and, for u&O, we denote by IIf the law of the Brownian motion in R” starting 
at x and stopped at time a. 
For a path N+J = (,fo, CO) of “II.;, and a E [0, CO], h 3 a, there exists a unique probability 
measure Q::‘a on %i which verifies : 
(i) Qi::h(< = b) = 1. 
(,ii) KS < a, ,f(s) = ,f‘o(s), QiFb-a.s. 
(iii) The law under Qi$ of (f’(s + a), $30) is II;;:,. 
For every t > 0 and every c 3 0, we define a probability measure on R’ by 
O;( da db) = 
Oi(da db) is the law of (inf[O,t] PI,, fit) where p is a reflected Brownian motion in W 
starting at <. We then define, for every M‘ = (f’. l) E Yf ‘. the kernels QI(n; dlc’) by 
Q((,. d\,r’) = 
.i 
@(da db)QL.,(dw’). 
We may suppose that W is defined on the canonical space %(R r. Y(y). For 11‘ E Y/,, . 
we denote by CI!,!. the law of W starting at the path 1~. We also denote by CC!: the law 
of this process stopped when the process (i,) reaches 0. Under CJz, the process ((,) 
is distributed as a Brownian motion starting at <,, stopped when it reaches 0. 
For every 21 E R”, we denote by x the trivial path of lifetime 0 reduced to the 
point s. It is easy to see that x is regular for the Markov process (H’,CJ,,). We may 
consequently define the excursion measure away from x of the process CV. We denote 
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this measure by N,. This measure plays a very important role in the following. It is 
characterized, up to a multiplicative constant, by: 
Proposition 1.2. (Le Gall, 1994). (i) The law under N, of the process (&) is the It6 
measure of positive excursions of the standard Brownian motion. 
(ii) WO = x, N,-a.~. 
(iii) The conditional distribution under N, of (W,) knowing (i,) is us in Theorem 
1.1. 
We will suppose that N, is normalized such that 
In order to understand the meaning of the kernels (Q), we can describe the condi- 
tional joint distribution of the couple ( yY,, , W,, ) under N, knowing ([,Y) for sr <s2: the 
paths are two Brownian paths which coincide until time inf,, GfGS2 it and then behave 
independently; each one is respectively stopped at is, and &. 
We can construct the super Brownian motion thanks to the Brownian snake W. Let 
us first denote by (It, a 3 0, s 3 0) the local time at level a of the process (&) and, for 
a fixed p > 0, we set 
cr = inf{s>O, I,” > 4~). 
We can then define an A(&)-valued process (Z,) by setting 
s 
0 
‘dtao, Z,(do)&w) = ; 
J’ 
d@(tiis) 
0 
for any nonnegative measurable function q5 on Rd 
Theorem 1.3. (Le Gall, 1993). Under Cl& the process (Z,) is a super Brownian mo- 
tion starting ut p &. 
We also define the measures X, under N, by the formula 
vt30, K,cp) = /=dl:d@i); 
0 
where 1: represents the local time at level t at time s of [. If 2 represents the law 
under 4N1, of the process (ix,, t 2 0) defined on %‘( R+, A!‘( Rd)), the measures Z and 
X are linked by the following result (this result derives directly from the excursion 
theory for the process (W,)): we denote by v = (v,, t 20) the generic element of 
%?(lR+, A’( Rd)). Then, 
Proposition 1.4. Let N be u Poisson point meusure on %?(R+, J(Rd)) with intensity 
p S(dv). The luw under Q, of Z coincides with the law of the process 
(J vt N(dv), t 3 0 > . 
In other words, we can say that 3 is the canonical measure of the super Brownian 
motion starting at 6, (see Dawson and Perkins (1991). Section. 2 for the definition of 
the canonical measure). 
We will now present a result that links the behavior of the process (IV,) under Q, 
to the excursion measures N,r. Let us fix ~0 = (,f‘,l.&) E Y6.i. We set 
T = inf{s > 0, i, = O}, 
<, = inf i,, 
()<!I<\ 
and we denote by ]ai,fli[, i E I, the interval excursions of < - 5 away from 0 before 
time T. For every i E I and s 20, we set 
We then have the following characterization: 
Proposition 1.5. (Le Gall, 1994). The measure 
c 4;,,w, ,(dt dx) 
[El 
is un&v Cl:,,, u Poisson point meusuw on [0, (01 x ‘t’( R+, S, ) with intensity. 
2dtN w,(,,(dh.). 
One of the main tools that we will use in the following is a scale property for the 
process (N’, ). Let I E RT, and x0 E R”. We define the mapping @” from %( R _ . f/ ,,, ) 
to ,%(lR,, Y//I,,,) by @((w,,)~~~,o) = IV’ where 
The measure N, verifies the following scale property: 
Proposition 1.6. (Le Gall, 1994). 
(1,:“( N \ 1 = ;.I Nci+i.(r-r,r) 
We now give a “Palm formula” for the measure XI which is a particular case of the 
results of Dawson and Perkins (199 I ). Here, we use a formulation using the Brownian 
snake (see Le Gall ( 1991) for such a formulation): 
Theorem I .7. Let F he CI nonneyatice rnrusuvtrhle ,firnction on R” x //(Ii@ ). Tiwn. 
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where, for every y E K, JV is under P(y) a Poisson point measure on [0, l] x 
%‘( R,, %@“) with intensity 
4dt N,(,)(dk-). 
Finally, we will use in Section 2 the estimates of the hitting probabilities of small 
balls. These results have been obtained in Dawson et al. (1989, Theorem 3.1(a)). 
Again, we give here a formulation in terms of the Brownian snake. 
Proposition 1.8. There exists a constant Cl such that, Jbr d 3 3, x, y E [Wd and E > 0, 
Let us note that the constant Cl does not depend on x, y. 
We also need the “probability” under the excursion measure that the super Brownian 
motion starting at 6, leaves a ball centered at x. This result easily derives from the 
scale property (Proposition 1.6). 
Proposition 1.9. There exists a constant C2 > 0 such that, for every R > 0, 
q (gsuPP(X)) nB(x,RY # 0) 
= N({k s30) nB(x,Ry # 0) 
= C2R2. 
Let D be a domain of Rd which contains x. We will now consider the exit measure 
of the super Brownian motion from 52. The definition of this measure has been given 
by Dynkin (1991a, b). We give here a presentation via the Brownian snake: let us fix 
w E $&, we set 
r(w) = inf { t E [0, i], w(t) $ 52) 
with the usual convention inf 0 = +co. 
For s 30, we define 
7.7 = (is - e3>+. 
Proposition 1.10. (Le Gall, 1994). For every ~20, we set 
A, = inf u, 
{J’ 
/)’ l{,,,,<, )dv > s }=inf{u,~‘li;,,,~~dv>s}. 
Then A, < 00, Q,V,-a.s. and the process r, = 1/A, is a rejected Brownian motion in 
[w+ starting at ((0 - z(W0))+. 
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Let us denote by La(s) the local time at level a at time s of the reflected Brownian 
motion r,. We then set 
15: only increases when T( IV,) = &. It is easy to see that Li’ can also be defined under 
Qe:,,,, and under N,. We then define under Ni, the exit measure X” by 
for every nonnegative measurable function cp on Q. Thanks to the support property of 
dLi’, it is clear that X” is supported by X?. 
A “Palm formula” for the random measure X” has been proved by Le Gall in 
(1994). We denote by IIf the law of the Brownian motion in RF’ starting at .Y and 
stopped when it leaves Q, seen as a probability on YlI;. 
Theorem 1.11. Let F be u nonnegntiw tneasurmhlc jimc.fio~~ otz R” x N( RF’). Thaw. 
41 {r<; }dt M;(,,(dK). 
The estimates of the hitting probabilities of small balls on the boundary iR have 
been obtained in Abraham and Le Gall (1994): 
Theorem 1.12. For d 24, x E Q, J’ E iQ und E ~10. 1 i2[, 
~,(Supp(XQ)nBiS2(li,&) # a> <c’(X)&“? 
We will give a partial proof of this result in Section 3 because we need the exact 
form of the function C(X). 
2. The connected components of the support of super Brownian motion 
As mentioned in the introduction, we will give in this section a new proof of Tribe’s 
result (Tribe, 1991, Theorem 1): 
Theorem 2.0. For d > 3, iJ’ we dwtofe by Cotnp(?l) thr connectrd component of’ 
Supp(Zl ) \r,hich contains y, ,\‘e obtuin U.S. 
Comp( _v) = { .v}, Z1 (dy)-a.e. 
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In fact, to prove this result, it suffices to prove an analogous result for the 
measure Xi : 
Theorem 2.1. For d 2 3, iJ’ we denote by C(y) the connected component of Supp(X, ) 
which contains y, we obtairz, FV,-a.e. 
C(Y) = {Y}, xl(dy)-a.e. 
Indeed, using the relationship between the measures Z and X of Proposition 1.4, we 
obtain 
where N is distributed according to a Poisson law of parameter 
Ni,(Xi # 0) = MJsup[ > 1) = l/2 
and where the (X’)ig~ are independent processes distributed according to the law 
of the measure-valued process X under NX(. 1 Xl # 0). Let y E Supp(Z1). Then, 
y E Supp(X;) for some i<N. Let us suppose, for instance, that it is for i = 1. Using 
the estimates of Proposition 1.8, and making E tend to 0, we obtain 
Vz E [Wd, NX(Z E Supp(&)) = 0. 
Thanks to the independence of the Xi and to the Fubini theorem, it 
X,‘(dy)-a.e., 
V’i E (2,. . ,N}, y g? Supp(X;). 
So, X,‘(dy)-a.e., there exists E > 0 such that 
Camp(y) n B(Y,E) = Cl(y) n B(Y,E), 
follows that, a.s., 
where Cl(y) represents the connected component of Supp(X,‘) which contains y. 
Therefore, Theorem 2.0 is a consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let E ~10, l[. We will first estimate a quantity linked to the 
event “the super Brownian motion considered at time 1 does not charge an annulus of 
radii E and 2~ centered at a typical point of the support of Xl”. This quantity is 
where 
Ann(y, E, 2E) = {z E Rd 1 E < ly - zI < 2). 
The relationship between this quantity and the theorem is that we want to show that 
4 
(J ~(dy)l{C~YiilYl~ = > 0. 
Let ::A = 2-h. Then, 
nSuPP 
(.i 
: l”(dtdti)X,_,(ri) 
using the equality N,( (Xl, 1)) = 1 and Theorem 1.7. To prove that this latter integral 
is equal to 1, we will first prove, thanks to the following Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, that it 
is bounded below by a positive constant and then we will apply a zero-one law. 
Let us set E = E(R+,%“). 
Lemma 2.2. Tlzere exists a constant C3 > 0 inrkpendent of’ F und ;’ SIX/I tlwt 
Proof. Using the exponential formula for the Poisson point measure, 
P’ :’ ’ t’(dtd~) lB(;j(1),2~) = fl 
‘~~~4ds~:(,i(S~pp(Xl,)nB(;~(1).2~) # 11) 
=exp{ -41: ( ds&-.s, 
Sllpp(X,)nB(;,(1),2,-) # 0) 
Using Proposition 1.6, we obtain for s 3 0, 
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using Proposition 1.8. The evaluated quantity is consequently bounded below by 
exp { -4Ct(2&)dp2 S’ $} aC3 
for a constant Cj > 0. 0 
Lemma 2.3. There exists a constant Cd > 0 independent of E such that, if y verljies 
?‘([I - E2> 11) c~(II(1)>&/2), (2.1) 
then, 
N(dtdrc)Xl-,(K-) 
Proof. We have 
P(?‘) Supp 
( (1 
_N(dtdlc)Xt_,(hr) 
> 
nB(y(l),&)C = 0 
[I-G,l]XE 
=-p{ -~~E24dtYct~( SUPPW-,I n qlm&)C # 0) 
I 
>exp(-~~E24dtht~( s~ppmt) n B(m,42)C # 0) 
thanks to condition (2.1). Then, using the scale property of Proposition 1.6, we get 
N,(,) (st,PPGL,) n qY(tw)C # 0) 
= ~o(S~PPW,) n mE12)C # 0) 
=&No 
( 
Sdpp(x,)nB 0 ( wf+II> 
<ST? 
’ E= 
according to the estimate of Proposition 1.9. We therefore find that the considered 
probability is bounded below by 
exp{-/:111dtF} =G > 0. 0 
We now use the zero-one law for the Brownian motion reversed at time 1 to easily 
obtain that 
TTL (liFZp(?([l -E;, 11) cB(:(1).~!2)}) = 1. 
Let us fix 1’ in that limit event. Then there exists a subsequence (E:) of (EL ) such 
that 
?([I -EL*, 11) cB(p(l),E;/2). 
for every k t N. 
For every 6 > 0, let 9,) be the o-algebra generated by the Poisson point measure 
I considered on the subset [I - 6, I] x E. Thanks to the independence property of 
Pois:son point measures, it is clear that the a-algebra 
is PC: j-trivial. Moreover, the event 
I ‘(dtdK)X,~~,(ti) n hzrz(y(l),~;..2~;) = (il 
which is Yh-measurable coincides iFD(:“-a.s. with 
Indeed, we only have a finite number of atoms (t;, K,) of 1 such that t, < 1 ti 
and Xi -,, ( K,) # 0, and we again use the property N,(z t Sul,p(X,,)) = 0 for every 
x, z E R’, a < 0. According to Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 and the choice of ;’ and (E; ). 
$‘;“(A<,) = ,(;‘)(A) 
(‘(dtdri) r;B(;,(l).~$ = ti 
jxc i 
3cic; > 0. 
If 6,, is a sequence which decreases toward 0, the event lim T 4;i,,(az’ A) is in the 
a-algebra <GO+ and we conclude that 
@“(il) = $‘7’(lim 1 As,,) = 1 
We have consequently proved that 
ilAnn(;(l).~~,2~~) = 01 = I 
II:(da.s.. which leads to 
N,-a.e.. Xi(dy)-a.e., C(.v) = {>I>. 0 
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3. On the connected components of the support of the exit measure of 
super Brownian motion 
Let Sz be a domain in Rd. We suppose that Sz is connected, bounded and regular 
(w2). As before, we denote by E the set of continuous functions from R+ to %6’” and 
by X” the exit measure of the super Brownian motion out of Sz. We present here a 
result on the connected components of the support of X”. 
Theorem 3.1. We suppose d34. Zf we denote by C(y) the connected component of 
the support of Xn which contains y, then, for every x E 52, Nj,-ue., 
C(Y) = {Y}, X"(dy)-n.e. 
Remark: In Abraham and Le Gall (1994), it is proved that, if d = 2, X” is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the surface measure on ~70 and consequently Theorem 3.1 
is false for d = 2. On the contrary, for d = 3, the measure X” is singular (although 
the Hausdorff measure of its support is 2). Yet, the problem studied here is still open 
in that case. 
As mentioned in the introduction, we will use some estimates of the hitting proba- 
bilities of small balls on the boundary &J for the process ($) given in Abraham and 
Le Gall (1994). Nevertheless, we need a little more precise result here: 
Lemma 3.2. There exists a constant C, > 0 such that 
where p(x) represents the distance between x and dQ. 
Proof. Let us first suppose that p(x) > 2~. The proof of Theorem 3.1 of Abraham 
and Le Gall (1994) gives 
r = inf{t > 0, Bt @ Sz}. 
The upper bound 
d-l 
is then easy to prove. 
In the case p(x) < 2&, we use Proposition 1.9: 
N, ( P (&dYO> El) > 0) aL({@s, s>O) nB(4P(x))C f 0) 
G 
d - < C,p(x)‘%“? 
P(x)2 
0 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. The ideas are the same as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. We 
will consequently first estimate a quantity linked to the event: “the Brownian snake 
does not visit an annulus of &’ of radii E and 2~ centered at a typical point of the 
support of X”“. Let us set 
Ann~lQ(y,E.2&) = {z E 60, E&--Z1<2E}. 
Let (ok) = 2-” We want to estimate 
X”(dy) lim sup 1 s L_x { UPP(X”)nAnn;,,(~.i:.~;,,=fl} 1 
Using the Palm formula of Theorem 1.1 1, we get that this quantity is equal to 
~“~(d:,pi-)(l~~s_up(~~~~~(j. I(dtdri)x”(K)) “Ann;,~(~(t),“r.2EX) = a)). 
We can then use the measure II& which is the law of Brownian motion starting at .Y 
and conditioned to leave fi at y E ZQ. More precisely, II:!,. is the law of the h-process 
of Brownian motion started at x associated with the harmonic function K( . . ~2) where 
K is a Poisson kernel of Q (see Doob, (1984, Ch. X)). We have 
~ = QO)>.Y) d% 
dlI? 2 Ii. K(x, Y) 
and 
-;;x y. II&(y)-a.s. 
If we denote by &‘(dy) the harmonic measure on iQ. it is easy to see that 
II” = .x 
J’ 
&d?i@, 
and then the studied quantity is equal to 
We then define, under II:!,, ;” E ‘lI, by 
V’r E [w,. 
y’(t) = Y((T - 0,). 
1. 
” G.,’ = i’;, = T(Y). 
Let us denote by ‘TIJ,I the law under II:,. of the process ;” (this is the law of a 
G”(x, .)-Brownian motion starting at ~7 where G” denotes the Green function of the 
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domain Q). Then, our quantity is equal to 
.I’ pf(dv) .I’ E,,(dy) PC”) ( “,“i,p (Supp (1 J$/(dt da)X%)) 
fMf?z~Q (JJ, Ek, 24 = 0 
)> 
Lemma 3.3. T&eve exists u constunt CT > 0 independent of E such thut, if y E 96’;. 
verijies the condition 
Vt E [OS*], (3.1) 
then 
A’(dtdK) iQ&(y,~)~ = 8 3c7. 
Proof. We get 
2 exP {-i; 4dtN,.(,, (Sup/V’) n B (y(t), ;)’ # 0)) 
using condition (3.1). Proposition 1.9 allows us to bound below this probability by 
exp{ -/I-lidty} )/CT > 0. ??
Lemma 3.4. Let K > 0 and p r]O,1/2[, with p( 1 -d) < - 1. There exists cc constant 
C8 > 0 independent of E und 6 such that, if 6 > 0, ~~ < 6 and if y E Y<i. verifies 
the condition 
b’t E l,y , $l(T(E*t)) >KtB, 
[ I 
then 
n Bpa(y, 2~) = 8 aC8 > 0. 
Proof. Using Lemma 3.2, we get 
(3.2) 
$(I’) supp 
( (s N(dt dK) n Bw(y,24 = 0 [E?.izs[XE 1 1 
{J 
6AC, 
=exp - 4 dt N;‘(t) 
$ 
(S2~PP(X”)nB,,(q(O),2&)# 0) 
thanks to condition (3.2). 0 
Let US now fix p ~10, 1/2[ such that jj( 1 - d) < -1. We put together conditions 
(3.1) and (3.2) by setting, for every E > 0 and 6 > Ed, 
Let US note that the sets AZ are increasing when ii is decreasing 
Lemma 3.5. WC con choose K > 0 swh thut 
Proof. Let us set 
A = U lim sup API. 
,>>O k-x 
According to Doob (1984) the tail c-algebra generated by ;I is 5 ,,, \-trivial because 
the function K(., v) is minimal harmonic. As A belongs to this algebra, we have 
E,,,,(A) = 0 or 1 
Furthermore, we can say, thanks to the smoothness of iQ, that this probability does 
no1 depend on y. Let us denote then by 5, the law of the process reversed in time 
under the probability II:‘. We still have the relation 
ET = 
.i’ 
&d.r?&, ‘; 
and consequently, to prove that 
i%,..,(A) = 1 
for every 1’ t (?Q, it suffices to prove that 
E,(A)>h 
for some strictly positive constant h. 
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We will first show that the probability of A: can be bounded below for 6 < S’ by 
a positive constant independent of E and 6. Let no = sup{n E N, 22(n+‘)<</~2} and 
let n,<no. We also set, for y E WY and D a domain of Rd, 
T&J) = inf(t30, y(t) ED}. 
Then. 
EX (S E [,222”,E222(n+‘q) &J(t)) < K&‘-%q 
<if, (3 E [E222n,E222(n+‘)[) p(y(t)) < KE’-2q&222’n+“)q 
GE, (3t E [&222”,b[, &I(t)) < KE22b(n+‘)) 
Then, we use the fact that for every boundary point y E 80, there exists an outer 
tangent sphere of radius t-0 independent of y. As, in order to reach this sphere, the 
process must exit Q first, we can bound above IIf(c > ~~2~‘) by the probability that 
a Brownian motion starting at a distance of KEY ‘fiCn+’ ) of the ball B(0, ro) reaches that 
ball after time ~~2~“, i.e. 
dnl 
i 
22” 
@248@+1) 
6T 
B '0 '0 
( KE4fi'KE41' 1) 
= II, 
22” 
K2248@+‘) 
< -) +II’ (y&,&j =-) . 
To estimate both terms, we use some results of potential theory which can be found 
in Port and Stone (1978) for instance. For the second term, we use the following result: 
if d>3, Y > 0, x E If@ such that 11 x 11 3r, then 
&(TB(o,,, < 00) = 
So, we get 
( -&,&) = -) = ’ - (r. ;2@)“; 
for 6’ small enough. 
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For the first term, we use the following property: if II is bounded, then 
lim r(t)n,(t < TD < ixj) = C~~(D)II,(TD = x), 1-31 
where Cup(D) represents the capacity of D and 
r-(t) = (2n)“/‘(d,‘2 - l)td’*-‘. 
Then, we get 
and 
with r > 0. 
Finally, 
for h‘l small enough, with Cl6 independent of E and (S 
IJsing a scale property, it is easy to prove that 
~~(;,([O,EZ])CB(?i,;/2)) 30 > 0. 
We then obtain, for K > 0 small enough, 
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Remark: Here, we use NI((XQ, 1)) = 1. 
According to Lemma 3.5, E y,X-a.s., there exists 60 > 0 and a subsequence (E:) of 
(Ed) such that y E Ai: for every k E N. We then use the following zero-one law: 
i 
Lemma 3.6. Let 60 > 0. On limsupki~{y E A$}, we have 
where 
B; = Supp 
i (J N(dtdK)X”(lc) nAnnso(y,E,2&) = 0 . [OJ] x E > 1 
Proof. We have proved with Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 that, if y E Afk, 
P(‘)(B;k)>C17 > 0. 
As we supposed that 
y E lim sup AfA 
for all 6<60, we also have 
PC:‘) ili~su p B 6 Ei 
k--t= 
) 2c17 > 0 
for every 6 <SO. But, Bt E 96 where 
gt = rJ (J%,XJ 
Therefore, the increasing union 
u lim sup Bf,, 
0 > 0 !l ‘X 
is in the o-field ??a-. As in Section 2, this a-field is P’;‘)-trivial. n 
With Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, we obtain that 5 ,, ,(dy)-a.s., PC; I-a.s., there exists ii > 0 
such that the event 
is realized. It is almost the desired result. It remains for us to prove that the measure 
does not charge a small ball of nonzero radius centered at y(O). As in Section 2. this is 
a consequence of the fact that there exists only a finite number of atoms (t,. K, ) of the 
measure 1 ‘I,,),~ ,*i for which X'(K~) # 0, and of the property NT (;(O) E SU~~(X’-))) = 
0 for every x E s2. 0 
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